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Note on Terminology 

 New Muslims, or those who came to Islam via a different religion, are 

called reverts rather than converts. Muslims believe that everyone is born a 

Muslim – born in a state of submission to God – and that it is only a person’s 

upbringing that causes them to follow a different religion. The process of 

becoming Muslim is a reversion to Islam – a return to one’s natural state -- as 

opposed to a conversion to something new. Dr. Aminah McCloud (1995) has 

made a statement against using the term “conversion” because it implies that 

new Muslims are completely cutting themselves off from their past in order to 

enter something new. The implication is that this new state is unique or 

opposite to the person’s past. She thinks, rather, that entering Islam is one 

step in a continual process of moral, spiritual and symbolic progression that 

was already in motion before the acceptance of Islam. She prefers the term 

“transition” to show that there is a continuum and that the past is not 

completed and that Islam does not being or end with the Shahada (declaration 

of faith).  

I have tried to accommodate this view by using the phrase “becoming 

Muslim,” but have used “convert” or “revert” depending upon the use of the 

word by the women whom I interviewed, or to refer to a specific action at a 

specific point in time when they performed the Shahada.  
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Chapter One 

Introduction 
 

I am an American. I am a woman. I am Muslim. I became a Muslim a 

few years ago and suddenly entered a whole new world that I was not really 

prepared to experience the significance of until I was in the middle of it. I did 

not grow up in a religious household. There was a mixture of many religions in 

my family from Native American spiritual practices, Judaism, Catholicism, 

“generic” Christian, even a cousin who proclaimed himself a follower of Hare 

Krishna. None of these relatives were religious in the sense of being regular 

churchgoers, but rather they were counted among those who attended on 

religious holidays or even not at all. During the summer, my grandparents 

always sent me to Vacation Bible School, which was more to give them a 

vacation from me than it was to instill any sort of religious practice or belief into 

me. Every year they would send me and every year I would only make it 

through a couple of days before I was “expelled” for asking for too many 

explanations. It wasn’t that I was a kid who needed cold, hard facts or 

scientific proof of everything I was told, but rather I wanted some explanation 

that made sense when I asked questions. I clearly remember how 

exasperated the church group leaders would become with me and I always 

knew when I wasn’t going to be allowed to come back the next day.  

Religion pretty much fell by the wayside for me with the exception of a 

few weddings and funerals. It was not something that was in my life much 
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except directly following funerals. My cousin Michelle died when she was 11 

and I was 13 and I spent quite a lot of time pondering existence and 

questioning if there was an afterlife along with the queries that if God exists, 

why did children have to die? For a long time after that, religion played no part 

at all in my life. I had decided it made no sense. 

Just a few years before I left the military, I was in Kuwait. This was 

during the time of Desert Storm. Being there and seeing the aura of calmness 

that surrounded the Kuwaiti women with whom I came into contact, made me 

very curious about Islam. It amazed me that they could be so calm, so sure of 

themselves, so at peace and so serene when their country had been invaded 

and large fires were raging everywhere. They had complete faith and trust in 

God. I had never had that kind of faith and trust in anyone at all, least of all in 

someone I was not even sure existed.  I asked a lot of questions and one of 

the women I was in contact with gave me an English Qur’an. I started to read 

it, but then became occupied with my work and left the country soon after.  

After my return to the US, and my discharge from the military, my 

interest in Islam resurfaced and I began to study it in more depth. I took 

classes on Middle Eastern history, Ancient History, Religion, Islamic 

Civilization and Arabic language. In my Islamic Civilization class at OSU, I met 

a Muslim girl from Egypt and I became friends with her. She invited me into 

her life and I again found a group of people willing to answer any question I 

had. I began to attend lessons at the mosque on Fridays. I was accepted there 
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without question. I was invited from house to house for dinner and 

conversation. I was told that they were fascinated that as an American I would 

have an interest in the culture of people whom most viewed as terrorists. 

While most of these women who have shared their lives and experiences with 

me are from Arab or Muslim countries (Sudan, Egypt, Tunisia, Jordan, Syria, 

Saudi Arabia, UAE, Pakistan) and are here while their husbands are working 

toward their PhDs, there are quite a few American women in this close knit 

group and it is these American women on whom I have based my thesis 

research.  

There are experiences that I have had and processes that I have been 

through that made me curious to know if others have shared the same. I have 

gone through an identity crisis of sorts – what can be explained as the attempt 

by some of the community to “Arabize” me. I have struggled to reconcile some 

of my ingrained American ideas with those of Islam. Ideas such as believing 

that marriage does not equal one woman and one man; my reluctance to 

swath myself in an abaya when just the day before I became a Muslim there 

were no men chasing after me because they glimpsed my bare elbow or found 

themselves too excited by seeing my hair. My little exposure to the Arabic 

language means that I have to rely on someone else’s translation or 

interpretation of what a Qur’anic verse means rather than being able to read it 

in Arabic myself. The idea that my best friend throughout almost my entire life 

is now declared “off limits” to me without a chaperone because “If a man and a 
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woman are alone, Satan also is in the room” was an idea I found ridiculous – 

after close to 40 years, if there had been anything sexual that was going to 

happen, it would have happened a long time ago. This was one that I refused 

to budge on. The idea that either of us would suddenly jump on each other did 

not give either of us much credit. There are other issues that I faced in my 

quest to reconcile my identity and the way I viewed myself with the new 

identity that I was attempting to incorporate into my life.  

I want to know why these other women became Muslim, what made 

them choose Islam over any other religion? Do they have doubts? Are they 

happy with their decision and would they make the same choice knowing what 

they know now about the experiences they have had throughout the process? 

Islam is the fastest growing religion in the world, but no official statistics 

are kept on the number of converts to Islam since the process does not 

require a formal ceremony and the profession of faith does not need to be 

accomplished in a mosque. There are most likely many more converts who do 

not attend the mosque. In Islam, mosque attendance for females is not 

compulsory. 

It is estimated that more than 34,000 people convert to Islam every day 

in the United States and that more of those converts are women than men.1 A 

study done by the Hartford Seminary in 2001 states that 91% of the 1209 

                                                 
1 Numbers are not exact since no detailed statistics are kept. The numbers are different 
depending upon the source. 
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mosques in the United States reported having at least one convert to Islam 

during the previous year. The average number of converts per mosque 

nationwide was 16.3. This is counted as an average of almost 20,000 converts 

yearly. Twenty-seven percent of the converts were white and thirty-two 

percent of the white converts were women (Hartford Seminary 2001).  

Overview of the Study 
 

The purpose of this study is to explore the reasons why American 

women convert to Islam and the impact it has on their lives. I explore, in 

particular, changes to their culture and language used in everyday situations, 

their reasons for converting, their former religious backgrounds, how their 

family and friends react to the conversions and how they see the changes 

benefiting their lives. 

I am interested in why they became Muslim. I want to explore 

similarities in what made them choose Islam. What were their lives like before 

and what are they like now? I am interested in how they deal with a culture 

that is so different from American culture. I also want to determine if elements 

of Arab culture and language have worked into their everyday lives. Also of 

interest is the exploration of a daily transition between cultures. Do they feel as 

if they are living between two cultures? How have their relationships changed 

with people close to them? How has their view of American culture changed? 

If they dress wearing hijab (head coverings), how have other people’s 
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perceptions of them changed? I want to know if there is any correlation 

between education level, age, and occupation of those women who choose to 

convert to Islam. Most importantly, I will determine if there are issues facing 

American women converts to Islam that are not issues for other Muslim 

women. 

As an American woman who became a Muslim, I have a personal 

interest in this study. I wondered if others felt the same way I did and if they 

struggled with some of the same issues with which I have struggled. Overall, I 

have an emic perspective because I am an insider to this group, but I also 

have an etic perspective in the overall Muslim community due to my joining the 

community rather than being born and raised in it. Because I am a part of this 

community, my viewpoint on many of the issues is not as neutral as it could 

have been.  

The three major findings of this study closely align with my own 

experiences. The first is that conversion to Islam is an intellectual process 

rather than an emotional event. The women I interviewed performed research 

and studied all angles before making their decisions. Second, conversion is a 

process with steps experienced over a period of time in contrast to a single 

moment in time when converts are “filled with the spirit” or had a supernatural 

experience. Third, the ease of global communications and the ability to almost 

instantly contact others around the world played a large part in the conversion 

process. 
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Thesis Outline 
 
 There are five chapters to this study. The first is this introduction which 

gives a general overview of statistics on conversions to Islam by women in the 

United States and establishes my personal interest in this study. I outline the 

questions I wanted to answer and why I thought they were important. 

 Chapter Two describes my methodology. Chapter Three is my literature 

review that engages theories of conversion. Chapter Four encompasses my 

analysis of the interviews and the experiences of these women. Chapter Five 

is the conclusion. 
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Chapter Two 

Demographics 
 
 Corvallis is a city of approximately 50,000 people located in the mid-

Willamette Valley of Oregon. It is about 80 miles from the major city of 

Portland. The main employers in Corvallis are CH2MHill, an engineering firm, 

Hewlett-Packard, Good Samaritan Hospital and Oregon State University. 

Forbes Magazine, in February 2008, named Corvallis as the 5th smartest city 

in America.2  Enrollment at Oregon State University in 2008 was 19,753, with 

students from all 50 states and 80 different countries. In Corvallis, 93% of the 

population are high school graduates, 48% have bachelor’s degrees or higher,  

6% have a PhD, and 2% have a professional degree such as doctors or 

lawyers. 

 Also interesting is that Benton County, the county where Corvallis is 

located, has the lowest church attendance per capita of any county in the 

nation at 25%.3 Reeve, the author of the article states that it doesn’t mean that 

people in the county are any less spiritual or do not believe in God, but rather, 

that they do not affiliate themselves with any one church or any one way of 

thinking. She thinks that people in the Northwest are more independent and 

more mobile. In a college town such as Corvallis, people move in and out 
                                                 
2 Papalia, Alyson, The Smartest Cities. Feb 7, 2008. Forbes Magazine Online 
http://www.forbes.com/opinions/2008/02/07/solutions-education-smartcities-oped-
cx_apa_0207smartcities.html accesed December 20 2008. 
3 Reeves, Carol. “Where are the Faithful.” Corvallis Gazette Times, 2/21/2003. 
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often and do not always establish long-lasting ties with a church before 

moving on. 

Interview Methodology 
 

This research utilized semi-structured interviews and snowball 

sampling. Recruiting for the interviews was done by beginning with several 

American women I knew who had converted to Islam. Each woman I 

interviewed was asked if she knew any other women who fit the criteria of 

being a white American female who converted to Islam, and if they would 

consent to be interviewed. This method of snowball sampling proved effective 

because it allowed me introduction to women outside the Corvallis community, 

but still had ties there. 

My sample size was 12 women. Two women turned down my request 

for an interview. One was preparing to move out of the country and said she 

really did not have the time since she was leaving in just a couple of days. The 

other was home on vacation from where she currently lived in Kuwait and 

wanted to spend as much time with her family as she could before she left 

again in a week.  

The interviews were of varying lengths depending on the length of 

responses, but all were asked the same set of questions. They were recorded 

and transcribed with the answers to each question compared with the others. 
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My research for this thesis used both qualitative and quantitative methods.  I 

used a survey with the same set of questions for each interview. For the 

qualitative data, I based my findings on the use of grounded theory and 

checked the information I received during the interviews against what I saw 

and experienced during my participant observation. Becoming part of a 

community made up of both converts and life-long Muslims allowed me to 

compare the statements made during interviews with the practices of the 

community members who were life-long Muslims. 

 The advantages of using participant observation far outweighed the 

disadvantages, although there were some difficulties. As an accepted member 

of the community, questions I had at times were not perhaps explained as fully 

as they would have been to an outsider because of the level of perceived 

knowledge they assumed I had and the number of our shared experiences 

both inside the mosque and outside in social settings.  

 Although I believe that the women I interviewed were truthful with their 

answers, I also believe that some of them might have held back from 

elaborating on some of their answers. One example of this is my interview with 

Jessica who became much more forthcoming when I told her that my opinion 

on homosexuality was in line with her own. She said with relief when I voiced 

my agreement, “That’s a load off my chest. I was worried that I would be 

presented with a fatwa (religious ruling) about homosexuality, but I wanted to 
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be completely honest. I know that in nearly all religious texts homosexuality 

is frowned upon, but I can’t bear seeing anyone discriminated against.” 
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Chapter Three  

Literature Review 
 
 My literature review for this study begins with religious conversion in 

general and explores integrated theories from philosophy, sociology, 

psychology and anthropology along with feminist theory. I explain which of 

these theories are relevant to my study and which are not. I transition to 

conversion to Islam and illustrate some of the differences between converting 

to Islam in comparison to Christianity. From there, I move more specifically to 

women converts to Islam before moving to American women converts which is 

the focus of my study. 

Theories of Religious Conversion 
 

There are many theories regarding why people convert to different 

religions. In “Conversion Motifs” (2001), John Lofland, a sociologist at UC 

Davis and Norman Skonovd, a Research Analyst for the California Youth 

Authority,  explore several different “types of” conversions and analyze them 

according to their “motifs” or experiences as they vary across the different 

accounts of the converts.  They define “motif experiences” as those aspects of 

a conversion which are most memorable and orienting to the person 

undergoing the personal transformation – the aspects that provide a tone to 

the event, its pointedness in time, its positive or negative affective content and 
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the like. They list six different “motifs” of conversion: intellectual, mystical, 

affectional, revivalist, and coercive (Lofland and Skonovd 2001: 376). 

 The motif that most applies to the women I studied and to myself, was 

the intellectual motif. Lofland and Skonovd (2001) state that this motif is as yet 

relatively uncommon although they expect it to become increasingly important. 

In this motif, conversion begins with individual, private investigation of possible 

“new grounds of being” by reading books, watching television, attending 

lectures and other impersonal ways to learn about the new religion.  In this 

intellectual type of conversion, there is a high level of belief and a self-

conversion before much of any contact is made with others who are 

practitioners of the new religion. This motif of conversion is highly influenced 

by the ease of communication such as access to the internet. 

Other motifs of conversion they explore are mystical which they explain 

as a sudden understanding accompanied by a feeling of elation and by 

auditory and sometimes visual hallucination. The initial shift from one set of 

interpretations to another is dramatic resulting in a moment of shock in which 

even the physical terms of existence seem to alter (Lofland and Skonovd 

2001: 378). Here in brief are the other “motifs”: Experimental conversion in 

which the convert begins to act like a member of the new religion, but where 

genuine conviction develops later after intense involvement, Affectional 

conversion where the convert comes to accept the opinion of their friends, 

Revivalist conversion where prospective converts are recruited, taken on 
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retreats where they experience singing, chanting, preaching and loving 

camaraderie and are subsequently enthralled and finally, Coercive conversion 

which they say is extremely rare, but consists of brainwashing, programming, 

mind control and other cult like initiation behaviors. Most of these have no 

relevance to myself or to the other women converts to Islam that I interviewed. 

 Lewis R. Rambo, a Professor of Psychology and Religion at the San 

Francisco Theological Seminary, has another set of theories regarding 

religious conversion. He states that constructing theories of conversion can be 

an invidious enterprise and that they tell more about the one making the 

attribution than the person or group that has converted, because theory is an 

attempt by a scholar to make sense out of something otherwise inexplicable to 

his/her worldview.  He further states that anthropologists posit cultural forces 

as the only plausible explanation of conversion (Rambo 1999). Rambo gives 

an overview of what he considers to be the different theoretical options or 

theories and names them Globalization, Feminist, Religious/Spiritual, 

Intellectualist, Narrative, Identity, Attribution and Process.  Some of these 

theories apply to this study and some do not.  

Rambo (1999) writes that through various forms of mass 

communication, the desires and yearnings of people who are displaced, 

dispossessed, and searching for spiritual renewal are contacted, cultivated 

and recruited to new religious options. He calls this Globalization theory and 

proposes that it is made possible by the ease of global communication 
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systems and the ease of mobility via travel. This theory is evident in the 

interviews with several of the women that I will discuss in more detail in 

Chapter 4, but Globalization theory and the ability to instantly find not only 

information on the Internet, but also someone to discuss this information with 

plays a large part in the conversion process of several of the women. 

 Rambo explains Feminist theory as asking if women experience 

conversion differently from men and if so, in what ways? Do religious models 

of conversion constrict and distort women’s motivations, needs and desires? Is 

religious conversion healing and helpful to women or another mode of male 

domination? This theory brings up conflicting answers to these questions that 

will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 4. 

 Religious/spiritual theory states that religion and spirituality are 

important to conversion because conversions provide models, guidelines or 

theologies for a valid conversion and therefore the conversion experiences are 

shaped by the myths, rituals and symbols of the tradition. In this theory, 

particular rituals are required, motives are evaluated, beliefs are expected and 

outcomes are prescribed.  In Islam, ritual plays an important part of in the 

religion. The most visible of the Islamic rituals are the five daily prayers in 

which movements and words are liturgical. These prayers are preceded by 

“making wudu” the ablutions that have a step-by-step procedural order. 

Religious theory is similar to Ritual theory, according to Rambo (1999)  which 

states that ritual is not only inherent in human behavior and consciousness, 
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but also creative and constructive in the formation of communities and the 

shaping of subjectivity. Ritual is important in the conversion process because 

ritual action and religious performance create, shape and sustain religious and 

spiritual experience and provide reinforcement for religious beliefs. 

 Intellectualist theory states that human beings are active agents who 

seek to understand, predict and control space-time events. Their cognitive and 

intellectual activities are geared to the social and cultural world they inhabit. 

With increasing contact with others who hold different worldviews, humans are 

expanding their cosmology. This theory is important to my study because it not 

only describes the experience of several of the women who did not set out to 

convert to Islam or to even find a new religion, but who, after September 11th 

and the bombing of the World Trade Center, were looking for understanding in 

what kind of a religion could encourage and support the type of terrorist 

behavior that was garnering media attention. They sought understanding of 

the events that were happening in their own world and in this seeking of 

knowledge, found a contradiction between what the media was telling them 

and what they were reading for themselves.  

 Narrative theory assumes that humans shape and understand their 

lives by telling stores. In order to make sense of one’s life, a narrative must be 

constructed or adopted. In some religions, the reconstruction of one’s 

biography is a central element in the conversion process and gives new 

meaning to a person’s definition of self, identity and relationship with God. 
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While not explored in depth in my research for this thesis, narrative theory 

does play a part because of the current construct of the converts’ lives when 

looking at past behavior through the lens of what is acceptable in Islam. 

Behaviors that were acceptable and even “normal” parts of life before 

conversion are now seen in a new way and are deemed unacceptable. 

 Identity theory provides a framework within which to understand 

people’s need for convictions and values that consolidate understanding of the 

self, to structure relationships with other people, and to provide a sense of 

continuity and connection with a worldview that transcends the flux and 

fragmentation of the contemporary world. This theory is evident in the 

interviews of more than one of the women who thought that the values and 

morals of those around them and of Westerners in general had degraded. 

They yearned for a more family-oriented way of life. 

 Attribution theory states that the universal human need to find meaning 

in life is the basis for this theory. It may be seen not only as a major motivation 

for the adoption of a new religious perspective in order to make sense of life 

and to have a sense of purpose, but also as a major mechanism within the 

conversion process. This theory is valuable in stressing the cognitive and 

intellectual spheres of conversion. 

 Process theory is an approach to conversion that stresses the 

complexity and extended sequence of the process that takes place over time 

and consists of various elements that are dynamic and synergistic. This has 
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seven stages: context, crisis, quest, encounter, interaction, commitment and 

consequences. 

V. Bailey Gillespie in The Dynamics of Religious Conversion (1991) 

thinks that religious conversion is far deeper and more personalistic than just a 

switch of confessional allegiances. Religious conversion is a profound 

transformational change in the whole personality and orientation of an 

individual, a change which leads a person to a basically new identity as a 

human being. This can clearly be seen in my research when the women I 

interviewed identify themselves first and foremost as Muslim women. The 

religion of Islam has become not just a part of life, but a way of life and defines 

every aspect of themselves and the lens through which they view themselves. 

 Ge Speelman in Continuity and Discontinuity in Conversion Stories 

(2006) somewhat corroborates what Gillespie writes and what the women I 

interviewed said, by stating that conversion is often experienced as a total 

upheaval of one’s identity, a complete break with the past; but at the same 

time, a “new self” is built with the building blocks of the “old self.” This is only 

partially true because most of these women have not made a complete break 

with the past. While they have discontinued some “undesirable” behaviors, 

many remind me that they are Americans and they are Westerners and 

therefore they have some cultural ideas that they will not let go of just because 

of a new religion. The sense of being an independent thinker is an important 

concept to each of them and they do not generally accept something at face 
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value. However, in Islam this is not altogether a bad thing. The concept of 

Ijtihad, the making up of one’s own mind based on independent study and 

reasoning, is encouraged in Islam. This fits comfortably with a Western 

woman’s cultural upbringing. 

 Conversion captures the popular imagination and scholarly attention. At 

the individual level, we want to know how people change. Changing one’s 

religion is perplexing because religion is believed to be deeply rooted in family 

connections, cultural traditions, ingrained customs, and ideologies. At the 

social level, we are impressed by the impact of massive religious change 

because so much of the world has been and still continues to be shaped by 

world religions. (Rambo 2003) 

 The theological legacy of Christian hegemony means that the word 

“conversion” is generally limited to notions of sudden, radical change, but in 

fact, most human beings change incrementally over a period of time. 

Anthropologists contribute to the study of conversion by providing analysis and 

insight into the long-term consequences of religious change. (Rambo 2003) 

Conversion to Islam 
 
 There are many different theories about why people convert to Islam 

and the categories that the converts belong to. Stefano Allievi (2006) 

describes two of these categories and their reasonings as relational and 

rational.  Relational converts are attracted to general aspects such as 
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belonging to a different culture and having a sense of community while 

rational converts adopt a more specific Islamic discourse – Islam is perceived 

as clear, simple and rational. It has sources everyone can consult without 

mediators (van Nieuwkerk 2006). 

In religious conversion to Islam converts do not report the type of 

overwhelming feelings of ecstasy that are present in many conversions to 

Christianity. There is no “supernatural” or “otherworldly” feeling of being “born 

again.” The majority of converts speak of a slow, gradual process involving 

conversations with Muslims, reading of the Qur’an and/or other Islamic 

literature, and in some cases, traveling to Muslim majority countries. At some 

point a conscious, rational decision was made to formally declare the Shahada 

and to begin to follow fundamental Islamic practices. 

Conversion to Islam differs significantly from conversion to Christianity 

in that it appears to be “conversion of the head” (the intellect) rather than 

“conversion of the heart” (the emotions) (Poston 1992: 171). Poston found that 

71 of 72 conversions could be categorized as process rather than 

spontaneous experiences. They were not the result of an emotional reaction to 

pressures brought to bear by the atmosphere of a revival or tent meeting 

campaign. In most cases there was no crisis, no sense of desperation, no 

abject feeling of loss or hopelessness driving individuals to seek religious 

solutions to their difficulties. Their conversion experiences were the end result 

of a long process of seeking, a deliberate choice made after careful 
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examination and consideration of alternatives. This is a rational as opposed 

to emotional approach to religion. (Poston 1992) 

John Renard (1979), in “Understanding the World of Islam,” observed 

that converts to the Muslim faith are attracted by “Islam’s positive stand on 

social justice and racial equality” and the “sense of belonging to a larger 

community.” Converts are attracted to the “this worldly” focus of Islam as 

opposed to the “other worldly” focus of Christianity. 

Ali Kose (1996), who studied British Muslims found that commonly held 

ideas on conversion as being induced by moral and religious crises of 

adolescence or failed socialization do not apply in the case of Islam. He writes 

that since Islam is an encompassing religious worldview and does not 

compartmentalize religion, choosing Islam enables the converts to connect 

their daily lives to their beliefs. (1999)  

Anne Sophie Roald (2006) says that there are problematic aspects of 

studies and interviews done by non-Muslims on Muslims. Risks of 

misunderstanding and misconceptions often accompany them. This is 

particularly true when it comes to women converts to Islam.  Roald described 

a three stage process for most European converts to Islam: love, 

disappointment and maturity. 

1. Love – emotionally obsessed with the new religion and want to practice 

every detail. 
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2. Disappointment with born-Muslim behavior and ideas – stage where 

some turn away from Islam, or the community. 

3.  Maturity – search for a new understanding of Islamic ideas and 

attitudes according to the particular context they live in. 

These stages are evident in some of the interviews I conducted with the 

converts and will be discussed later in this thesis. 

Women Converts to Islam 
 

In Da’ wah in the West, Poston (1992) found that there are a larger number 

of females than males who convert to Islam. This has been substantiated in 

other research (Hartford Seminary 2001). Poston believes that this is because: 

1. Religion in general has come to be perceived as a female oriented 

phenomenon and thus women in America are found to adhere in 

greater proportions to all expressions of faith. 

2. It is possible that some women have reacted negatively to the feminist 

movement and have deliberately sought a more conservative 

alternative. 

3. American women are not opposed to marrying Muslim men and 

marriage leads to conversion.  

There is no requirement in Islam that Christian or Jewish women 

convert  before or upon marriage, but it is not infrequent.  It is also true that 

women convert for their own reasons that have nothing to do with marriage. In 
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fact, Van Nieuwkerk (2006) shows that converts who are critical of Western 

society are fascinated by and attracted to the otherness of Islam. It becomes 

an ideological and political framework from which they criticize Western 

society 

Sultan (1999) observed that, paradoxically, the features that originally 

attracted the converts, in particular, gender issues, are later seen as sources 

of conflict. J. Lynn Jones (2002) uses this idea as the thesis of her book 

Believing as Ourselves in which she shows that sometimes converts throw 

away the very parts of their identity that not only led them to conversion, but 

make them who they are. This happened to one of the women I interviewed 

and will be discussed later.  

 Most studies involving American women converts to Islam focus on 

African-American women, the Nation of Islam and the returning to their cultural 

heritage of Islam that was practiced before they were taken into slavery and 

transported to the United States. 4  

The growing number of Hispanic women converts is also another group 

of converts I did not seek out for this study, but quite a bit of literature exists. 

While there are many Muslim websites that feature conversion narratives, 

there are relatively few books or articles pertaining strictly to American women 

converts of European descent. 

                                                 
4 See: Moxley. Engaged Surrender: African American Women and Islam 
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Carol Anway (1996), in Daughters of Another Path, focuses on 

similarities between the accounts of those women who converted. She 

surveyed 53 women who had converted to Islam and asked some of the same 

questions that I did. This is not surprising since these questions are meant to 

ferret out the reasons why women convert and what changes this decisions 

makes in their lives. Anway’s focus was more on allowing others to understand 

why they convert and how best to relate to these Muslim women in the 

workplace and as relatives and friends. She wrote this as a reaction to having 

her own daughter convert to Islam when marrying a man from Iran. She 

wanted to share her path to understanding with other parents who might face 

the same experience. 

In Islam Our Choice, Dirks and Parlove (2003) take a different 

approach. Besides having their own personal stories here, they invited other 

women to do the same. The difference is that there were no interviews and 

very few guidelines for the women to follow when transmitting their narratives. 

Because of this, unless mentioned specifically, it is difficult to draw 

comparisons in the narrative outside of the obvious: why choose Islam. 

van Nieuwkerk’s Women Embracing Islam (2006) is written about 

western women, but only two of the ten chapters address American women. 

The rest are European.  Despite this, the struggles to form an identity, the 

issues with non-Muslim family members, and feminist/gender issues apply to 

most Western women. 
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The Sun is Rising in the West, written by Muzaffar Haleem and Betty 

(Batul) Bowman (1999) has many conversion stories of American women who 

have joined Islam. The caveat with this book is that the authors state in the 

Preface, “This book was written as da’wah for the West with three different 

audiences in mind: new Muslims, born Muslims, and non-Muslims. These 

narratives are very pro-Islam and are not critical of any aspect of the religion. 

They read much like the narratives on conversion websites and in prison 

conversion stories where Islam saved them from drugs, sex and crime. 

Anna Mansson McGinty’s (2006) Becoming Muslim: Western Women’s 

Conversions to Islam is a study of both American and Swedish converts. The 

title of the book is what she concentrates on in this book – becoming – the 

process of finding a Muslim identity after conversion and this offers some 

particularly good insights into the transitions made by these women. 

In this thesis, I am taking the advice of Rambo (2003) who urges the 

researcher to develop an anthropological model that appreciates more keenly 

the actual experiences of people in the modern world and formulate a theory 

of the person operating in a global context. My research attempts to illustrate 

that the women I interviewed not only made a rational, intellectual choice in 

their decision to convert to Islam, but also that it was with the help of 

globalization and because they are living in the modern world with all its 

problems that they were led to seek out answers that they could not find in 

other places. Rather than being what some consider to be a step backward in 
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women’s rights (everyone knows that Muslim women are oppressed), they 

found the freedom to believe as they believe and to make the choices they 

have made based on the strength of character and right to independent 

thinking that makes them American women. While Poston (1992) declares that 

it could be that women convert to Islam because of negative reactions to the 

feminist movement, I contend that these women are some of the strongest and 

most vocal feminists I have met. While I occasionally insert my own voice, I 

attempt to allow them to speak for themselves. They are well-versed in their 

rights given to them in their religion and they are not afraid to stand up for 

them. Rather than being oppressed Muslim women, they are strong and sure 

of themselves and many are leaders in their communities while still being 

wives and mothers. While not without its problems, not a single one of the 

women I interviewed had misgivings about their conversion and if they had 

gone through a period of doubt or hardship, it was caused more by cultural 

expectations of the non-convert community and reactions of their family 

members rather than by the religious practices or beliefs of Islam. 
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Chapter Four 

Analysis of Conversion 
 
 In this chapter I present the interview material in chronological order 

from pre-conversion to post-conversion. In the pre-conversion section, I survey 

the reasons the women became interested in Islam. The next section looks at 

the decision making process and taking the final step to conversion. The 

longest part of the chapter is the period of time post-conversion when 

unexpected difficulties manifest themselves and the women learn to manage a 

new lifestyle. Problems include things like forming a new identity, not only in 

the eyes of parents, family, and friends, but also coping with the community as 

a whole and finding a place within the Muslim community. In addition, my 

informants discussed finding a place for a new identity within themselves. 

The Women   
 

A short introduction to each of the women follows. Only first names are 

used for those women who did not prefer to use a pseudonym. For those who 

requested a pseudonym, I allowed them to choose their own.   

Jessica is a 20 year old, single Nurse. She has been Muslim for a little 

over a year. Before becoming Muslim, she described herself as Pagan. 

Jennifer is married, but was not married when she converted four years 

ago. She is currently 30 years old and is a homemaker with one child. She has 

a Bachelor’s degree. Before becoming Muslim, she was Agnostic. 
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Rahmaa converted 5 years ago when she was 20. She currently 

works as a paralegal and is almost done with her Bachelor’s degree. She has 

plans to go to law school. She is married to a man from Egypt, but she 

converted before she met him. 

Iklaas is 26 years old now and was 22 when she converted. She has a 

BS in Chemical Engineering. She is married to a man from Saudi Arabia now, 

but was not married at the time she converted. Her former religion was 

Lutheran. 

Kamillah has been a Muslim the longest out of all the women. She 

wanted to convert when she was 14, but her mother asked her to wait until she 

was 16. She has a BS and MA in Sociology. She does not work outside the 

home, but is employed as a writer and has published books and articles 

pertaining to Muslim women. Her husband is from Pakistan. She was formerly 

Christian. 

Holly was not married when she converted at the age of 23, but she is 

now married to a man from Morocco. She is 27 years old now and has one 

child. She recently finished her Doctorate in Physical Therapy and works in the 

field. She was Lutheran. 

Sakeenah is 30 years old an converted one year ago. She just recently 

married a man from Morocco. She is a college grad, but is currently staying 

home with a new baby. She was Baptist. 
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Muslimah Mom converted when she was 36. She is now 41. She has 

two Bachelor’s degrees and is a Registered Nurse. Her husband is American 

and is also a convert. She was Presbyterian. 

Terri converted last year at the age of 25. She is the only women 

interviewed who converted after marriage. Her husband is from Morocco. She 

was Catholic. She currently works as a Certified Nursing Assistant while 

thinking about nursing school. 

American Sis was 22 when she converted. She is 29 now. She is a 

college graduate and a business owner. Her husband is from Pakistan. She 

was Presbytarian. 

Sparking an Interest in Islam: Life Before Reversion 
 

What sparked the interest in Islam for the majority of these women that 

eventually led them to take Islam as their own religion was, for the most part, a 

dissatisfaction with Christianity and the lack of answers to their questions. 

Iklaas said, “I went to church off and on my whole life. There were times when 

I went every Sunday, then times when I hardly went at all. Before my 

reversion, I stopped going because of the conflict I felt with myself about the 

beliefs.” Rahmaa echoed that by saying, “As a child I attended church once or 

twice a week, but when I got to college, I went much less frequently as I lost 

faith.” This theme of not being satisfied with the Bible is a common answer 

among those women who left Christianity to be Muslim. They could not 
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intellectually rationalize what they were being told to take on faith with many 

of the contradictions they read in the Bible.  

 Sakeena said, “I was disenchanted with the Christian church and I 

thought that cannot be the truth.” While Kamillah said, “The decision was very 

simple, Islam answered all my questions. The oneness of God and that only 

God had the right to be worshipped. Islam had a place for all the prophets of 

God including Jesus (Isa) with the last of the Prophets being the Prophet 

Muhammad.” Terri said, “Islam answered all the questions that no one else 

could. Islam doesn’t tell you ‘just believe it is a mystery of faith’”. 

 Biblical contradictions versus what they perceived as the 

straightforwardness of the Qur’an played a major role in the decisions of these 

women to convert. The Qur’an was the word of God presented in a manner 

that was rational and made sense. 

Two of the women I interviewed became interested in Islam out of a 

desire to convert a Muslim to Christianity and to “save” them. Sakeenah said, 

“I tried to get a Muslim to convert to Christianity. So, this person would tell me 

a little about Islam.” While Terri said, “When I met my husband I wanted to 

convert him to Christianity. So I studied Islam so that I could tell him what was 

wrong with it and I am the one who ended up converting!” Both of these 

women spent time studying Islam so they could speak knowledgeably to the 

Muslims they intended to convert. 
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 Others became interested in Islam after the events of September 11, 

2001. Jennifer said, “I was interested in Islam as a teenager, after seeing "Not 

Without My Daughter" but I didn't pursue my interest then. 9-11 and the 

constant news stories about Islam and Muslims prompted me to study the 

religion and make contact with Muslims.” Jessica said, “The injustice Muslims 

were subjected to post 9-11…so many people had all these ideas that 

Muslims and Islam are evil, so I made it a point to learn about Islam and the 

Muslim way of life to defend them, because common sense told me Islam 

does not advocate violence.” 

 Each of these women made a rational choice after a period of study 

and information gathering. The ease of information retrieval was a factor in the 

conversions of these women.  They were not only able to go to their local 

libraries and check out books, but they were also able to instantly make 

contact with Muslims around the world and in their own communities. This 

supports Rambo’s Globalization Theory (1999) that the ease of 

communication and information gathering can play a large part in conversions. 

They not only had their local libraries available to them, but also the Internet. 

With the ease of finding information on the internet and the ability to chat with 

anyone in any corner of the world, information can be found, questions asked 

and answers given in much quicker time period than ever before.  

Just as Lofland and Skonovd (1981) illustrate in their Intellectual motif, 

conversion for this group of women began with the searching out of 
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information in an impersonal manner. They looked for what Lofland and 

Skonovd describe as  “new grounds of being” – a search for a personal 

fulfillment – in books and on websites in a way that they could analyze what 

they were finding. Intellectual pursuits for these women included not only 

books and other information positive toward Islam, but, as Jennifer states, “I 

checked out books that were positive, negative and neutral. I went online and 

looked at websites and message boards about Islam that were positive, 

negative and neutral. I had online conversations with Muslim women and 

eventually met a few in person.”   

 The ability to contact and question other Muslims also played a role in 

the conversion decision. Some, as Holly was, were able to contact Muslim’s 

locally and ask questions and attend study sessions. Holly’s original intention 

was to find a person who could teach her Arabic, a language not taught at the 

time at Oregon State University.  She met the woman and spent time instead 

talking about God and religion. Holly’s misconceptions of Islam, such as that of 

Muslims worshipping Mohammed, were explained as false and she was 

invited to the weekly lectures at the mosque to learn more about Islam. She 

found other women her age at the mosque, both lifelong Muslims and other 

converts who helped her learn more.  Holly found that if she asked a question 

of the women at the mosque and they did not have the exact “proof” for the 

answer, they researched it and brought her back the answer and where she 

could look up the answer for herself. Jessica, who lives in a small Christian 
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dominated town where there are no other Muslims, was able to visit online 

Islamic forums to ask questions and find answers.  Rahmaa also did not have 

contact with other Muslims in person until after she converted. She, like the 

others, read the Qur’an and books about Islam and did a lot of online 

research. 

Poston (1992) wrote that one of the reasons that American women 

convert is because American women are not opposed to marrying Muslim men 

and marriage leads to conversion.  In the case of the women I interviewed, this 

was overwhelmingly false.  Only one of the women converted after marriage, 

Terri who first learned everything she could about Islam with the intention of 

converting her husband to Christianity, ended up converting herself. Two 

women are single after having been Muslim for more than two years.  The 

remaining seven had not yet met the men they married at the time they 

converted, they converted for themselves. 

Each of these women, regardless of what their original intention was 

when beginning their research into Islam, made an intellectual, rational choice, 

considering all aspects when deciding to convert. 
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Making the Decision: Becoming Muslim 
 
 The actual process of becoming a Muslim is very easy. All it takes is to 

recite the Shahada (Declaration of Faith) followed as soon as possible by a 

ritual shower (ghusl). The Shahada is the first Pillar of Faith in Islam and 

consists of reciting, in Arabic, the statement: “I bear witness that there is no 

god but God and Mohammed is his messenger.”  

 Many converts refer to becoming Muslim as a process they went 

through rather than an event they experienced. Others jumped right in, but 

only when they decided they were ready.  AmericanSis, who researched both 

online and by reading many books, said, “I heard Adhan (the Muslim call to 

prayer) ringing in my ears and I got a warm funny feeling inside me! It made 

me realize that I was ready.” MuslimahMom stated, “The more I read about 

Islam, the more unanswered questions about Christianity were resolved for 

me. Most of what I learned about Islam I already believed, so it was a 

relatively easy reversion.” 

Jennifer claimed it was “The peaceful nature of the life of a Muslim. I felt 

an inexplicable pull to Islam that I could not understand, as I had never 

followed an organized religion prior to my conversion to Islam.” She said,   

I had a heavy conviction that it just seemed like the thing to do. It's hard 
to explain. But when I would listen to lectures I was moved to tears and 
the sheer beauty of what Islam is. I read about Islam a lot, and I talked 
to my non-Muslim friends and family about what I was learning to hear 
what they thought about it. I became friends with some Muslim women 
and talked to them about what I was learning. I was extremely hesitant 
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to convert because I didn't want to make an emotional, irrational 
decision. Eventually I admitted to myself that even though it doesn't 
seem rational for me, at age 26, to suddenly believe in God and follow a 
religion, but that was exactly what I wanted to do. It just felt right. 

 
Jessica thought her decision was “Very tough. A while of ‘should I or 

shouldn't I’ back and forth thoughts because I have always been an advocate 

for homosexual rights in America. And I still am, since we live in a country 

where church and state are separate. I know it sounds hypocritical, but Allah is 

the only one who will judge me, and I am sure he will see my good intentions.” 

This supports John Renard’s (1979) theory that some converts to Islam are 

attracted to Islam’s focus on equality and social justice. 

For Holly, it was the science in the Qur’an. She states:  

I think the one thing that “threw me over the edge” was the amazing 
scientific miracles in the Qur’an.  Yes the Bible and Torah also contain 
scientific facts, but unfortunately we do not have the original versions of 
either of these texts.   There are books dedicated to explaining these 
miracles – some of which are: how an embryo grows into a fetus in the 
womb, that mountains have roots, salt water and fresh water don’t mix, 
how rain brings minerals such as iron.  So, my realization occurred 
when really thinking about the time of civilization when these passages 
were conveyed to human kind.  In 600 – there is no way men, even 
extraordinarily smart men, would know the details of human embryology 
and development – we only have known about its details within the last 
100 years or less.  Or how would Mohammed (peace be upon him) 
know about salt and fresh water when he lived in the desert his entire 
life?  Plus he could not read or write!  

 

Many of the women interviewed followed Lofland and Skonovd’s (1981) 

intellectual motif and were also aided by the ease of global communications; 

mainly the internet. All of the women except one used the internet as a source 
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of information on Islam. The one who did not cite the internet as a source 

became a Muslim at the age of 16. She is now 49 years old and at the time of 

her conversion, the Internet did not exist.  

Life After Conversion: Living Islam 
 
 After conversion, these women have had varied experiences that have 

caused them to make major changes in every aspect of their day-to-day lives. 

Being Muslim means that religion is not just a Sunday or other holy day 

activity, but an integral part of everyday life.  It is the most difficult part of 

conversion and one that impacts them as they learn to not only practice their 

new religion, but also how to live in the world as a Muslim woman. As such, 

this subchapter is much longer than the Life Before Reversion, and the Making 

the Decision to Become Muslim subchapters which have a beginning and 

ending point in time. 

The experiences post-conversion of the women differ in many ways, but 

underlying each difference is the element of change and adaptation. Several 

of the women went through the same stages, to some degree that are 

illustrated by Anne Sophie Roald (2006). The stages of process for most 

Western converts to Islam, according to Roald are love, disappointment and 

maturity. As I mentioned in the last chapter, the stages are: Love, where the 

convert is enamored with every aspect of the new religion; disappointment 

when the convert finds that some members of the community are not as 
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welcoming and accepting; and maturity, when the convert finds a balance in 

her own life. Each of these stages had a different effect on their lives. Some of 

the repercussions did lead to a change in behavior or a lessening of strictness 

of their interpretations of the practice of their faith. Not a single woman left the 

religion during the disappointment stage, but instead worked through it and 

find their faith today to be strong and sure.  

Some of the issues that the women needed to work through as they 

went through these stages were the very issues that attracted them in the 

beginning. One of the realizations that they needed to have was to be able to 

discern the difference between culture and religion. The majority of the 

Muslims that the women are in contact with are Arab and sometimes the line 

between culture and religion is not clear.  Having to adapt to a new religion 

and way of life is one thing, but it’s another to be able to discern which is 

actually a part of the religion and which is part of culture or tradition. The idea 

of Arab culture and Islam being so closely intertwined was illustrated one night 

at the Corvallis mosque when there were several female students from the 

OSU World’s Religion course attending. One of the students was talking to 

one of the Muslim women about something she wanted clarified. The woman’s 

children were waiting for her and one started to interrupt her mother. The other 

child said, “Wait just a moment, she’s teaching her how to be Arab.” 

The problem of not really feeling a part of the community was also 

encountered by several of the women. If there is a large Arab population at the 
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mosque, Arabic is most likely the language of conversation. This can make 

the English speaking convert feel like an outsider. This is more evident during 

the disappointment stage when instead of feeling part of the larger community; 

they feel as if they are not quite accepted.  

Another disappointment felt by converts is the vocal criticism. Many of 

the Muslim women at the mosque are welcoming and open and helpful, but 

there are some who critique too loudly or too often about things that they think 

the new Muslim should already know. One example of this is position during 

prayer. Once a woman told me that I did not bend my arms far enough to the 

correct position while praying. She interrupted my community prayers. This 

made me so angry I almost ran away screaming not wanting to return. When 

talking about it with another community member later, I was reassured that 

Allah accepts prayers from any position particularly since a previously 

dislocated shoulder keeps me from fully extending to the proper position. The 

community member also pointed out to me that the woman who criticized my 

prayer position probably should have been concentrating on her own prayers 

rather than policing the room. It is things like this that makes some women turn 

away from what they thought was a community of sisters practicing their 

religion in idyllic harmony. 

More important during the disappointment stage for some of the women 

I interviewed was the estrangement from their families and friends who are not 

accepting of their new religion and way of life. The difficulty they faced was 
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moving through this and onto the stage of maturity and comfort with their 

religion and life. For some, this was and still is the most difficult part about 

living life as a Muslim. 

Negotiating Identity: Family and Friends 

Family Relationships 
 

Sakeenah, who converted at the age of 29, is steadfast in her decision 

to live an Islamic life. She said:  

I miss my friends and father. My mother was ashamed of me [for 
becoming Muslim] and she thought I lost my mind.  She took my 
conversion as a personal insult to her.   My father told me to stop or he 
will shoot me. He also told me other horrible things. I only talk to one of 
my sisters.  The others in my family stopped talking to me”  
 

I interviewed several women who gave up relationships with their 

immediate families after becoming Muslim, but the strength of their convictions 

led them to make this choice regardless of the cost.  

Holly’s parents were very upset.  

They tried many different things to get me to not convert – including 
inviting the orthodox priest to come over and talk with me and arranging 
for me to speak with other members of my father’s family (who are 
much more religious than him).  They are still upset at times and seem 
to believe that this is a phase for me and eventually I will return to 
Christianity. 

 
Jennifer:  

My mother made me promise to never marry a Muslim man. She also 
used to argue with great passion that I was punishing my child since I 
no longer allowed pork bacon in the house. When I told her I wanted to 
marry a Muslim man, she argued with me that a Muslim man would 
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kidnap my child and sell my child into slavery. But now that I am 
married to a Muslim man, and she knows him, she no longer worries 
about these things and is quite respectful of Islam and Muslims. With 
other family members, my conversion doesn't really come up. 
Sometimes my sibling asks questions minor, basic questions about 
Islam. 

 

MuslimahMom has had many struggles since she became Muslim and 

is currently enduring court battles over the custody of her children. Her mother 

feels that her children would be better off with her ex-husband who is 

Christian. She is convinced that MuslimahMom is mentally sick and in need of 

a psychiatrist. Her father’s views are different from her mother’s and he is 

willing to support her despite what her mother thinks, although he is not happy 

with her new faith. Her ex-husband has a problem with her religion and with 

her raising the children as Muslims. She said, “To him, his kids are not Muslim. 

It’s like we have a carbon copy set of children.” 

Kamillah has been a Muslim the longest of all the women I interviewed. 

She is also the one who became Muslim at the earliest age.  “At first when I 

brought up becoming a Muslim when I was thirteen my mother said, “Wait until 

you are older.” She was not happy that I did not believe as she believed. Then 

when I turned sixteen she sat next to me when I said my Shahada and even 

gave me a dinner.” Like Kamillah, Jessica’s family supports her fully and that 

has made the transition to living according to Islamic principles much easier 

for her. 
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Another difficulty for Muslim converts and their interactions with their 

non-Muslim families are issues regarding holiday celebrations, especially 

Christian holidays. Holiday celebrations for American Muslims can be difficult. 

In Islam, there are only two big holidays that are celebrated, Eid al-Fitr (the 

end of Ramadan) and Eid al-Adha (the Festival of Sacrifice). Christian 

holidays should not be celebrated by the Muslim converts, but that is difficult to 

do while not offending their Christian families. Additionally, some of the 

holidays in the United States, while having Christian or Pagan roots, are not 

celebrated in a religious way. 

MuslimahMom said:  

My family isn't close enough to celebrate holidays. But we do visit with 
my husband's family (also non-Muslim) on holidays...we just avoid 
eating certain foods and the more traditional celebrations of gift giving 
at Christmas. His family has a huge family BBQ on the 4th of July and 
we gather with them. I have arguments with him that some ‘holidays’ 
are because we are American and it has nothing to do with religion, 
such as 4th of July and Thanksgiving. I tell him being connected with 
family is important. 

 

AmericanSis said that she still has Thanksgiving at her house every 

other year and Christmas every year at home with her family who are the most 

important people. Neither of these holidays is celebrated in a religious manner, 

but rather as a reason for the entire family to come together. 

Kamillah, who is very close to her family, and has been a Muslim now 

for longer than she had been a Christian, does celebrate some holidays with 

her family and it is reciprocal. Her mother who is not a Muslim accompanies 
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her to the mosque for Eid celebrations and has also made Kamillah’s 

celebration of the two Eids into family celebrations. 

 One of the barriers that these women had when attending holiday 

celebrations with their non-Muslim families was the food that was served. 

Traditionally in the United States, turkey is served at Thanksgiving and that 

does not pose as much of a problem as the ham that is sometimes served at 

Christmas or Easter.  Disregarding the fact that Muslims do not celebrate 

either Christmas or Easter and keeping the point of view of several of these 

women that they attend family holiday celebrations simply because they are 

family gatherings, the food served does present a dilemma for them. Muslims 

do not eat pork, but also, most of the women I interviewed ate only halal or 

kosher foods when possible.  According to Islamic dietary laws, Muslims are 

not allowed to eat pork or pork by-products, animals that were not slaughtered 

properly or not slaughtered in the name of Allah, blood or blood by-products, 

animals that are dead prior to slaughtering, carnivores, birds of prey, land 

animals without external ears, and alcohol. 

 This list may appear to be simple to follow, but a quick glance at the 

ingredients on some commercially prepared products lists lard, shortening, 

gelatin and other ingredients – all of which could contain pork by-products.  

Pepsin, a common ingredient in cheese, contains pork by-products. Couple 

this with the list of chemical ingredients of unknown composition added to 
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most commercially prepared food and it is much safer to eat only fresh 

foods prepared at home. 

 Depending on interpretation, kosher meat is acceptable to Muslims 

because of the humane method of slaughter. In most cities in the United 

States, it is much easier to find a kosher butcher than it is to find a halal 

butcher. Holly, who currently lives in Portland, Oregon, does purchase her 

food from a local halal store, with the occasional exception of chicken which 

she will purchase from Foster Farms since their method of slaughtering is 

acceptable to her and her husband.  

 

Friendships and Other Relationships 
 

O ye who believe! Take not the Jews and the Christians for your friends 

and protectors: they are but friends and protectors to each other. And he 

amongst you that turns to them (for friendship) is one of them. Verily, Allah 

guideth not a people unjust (Sura 5: 51). 

 What does this verse really mean? New Muslims are sometimes told to 

no longer associate themselves with the kafir, the infidels or unbelievers. I 

have even heard Muslims refer to all non-Muslims as kafir.  However, both 

Jews and Christians are referred to as “People of the Book” in the Qur’an and 

“Not all of them are alike: Of the People of the Book [Jews and Christians] are 

a portion that stand (For the right): They rehearse the Signs of God all night 
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long, and they prostrate themselves in adoration.  They believe in God and 

the Last Day; they enjoin what is right, and forbid what is wrong; and they 

hasten (in emulation) in (all) good works: They are in the ranks of the 

righteous.  (Sura, 3:113-114)" 

 When asked “Has your relationship with friends changed?” The 

answers show that it is often the other way around; the non-Muslim friends are 

the ones who no longer want to continue relationships with the new Muslims. 

In some cases this is because the relationships consisted of friends who would 

meet to go out to bars or parties and those are activities in which the new 

Muslim no longer engages. In part, it is the relationships that the new Muslim 

has with others in the Muslim community and the support from them and 

family members that has had an effect their personal friendships. AmericanSis 

said,  

I cannot seem to digest the fact that so many converts totally shun their 
old friends and family just because they become Muslim. I cannot do 
that. I am sorry. I do not discriminate against someone or act all 
suspicious because they are non-Muslim and I am. Life is too short for 
playing games like that. My closest and dearest friend is non-Muslim. 
She is my neighbor and the person who I can vent too, a shoulder to 
cry on when I need someone, someone who I can have a good laugh 
with. We shop together. Our families have dinner together. She is a 
better friend and more open minded, friendlier and has more of a 
personality than Muslim sisters who I have met around here. She is a 
free spirit just like me. We have some good laughs and our daughters 
are best friends. She understands and sees things the same way I do. 
We have so much in common. And I will not for one minute ever tell her 
we can’t be friends because I’m Muslim and she’s Lutheran. Friendship 
has no color, creed or belief. True Friends are very hard to come by 
these days, and when you find one never let them go because you may 
never find someone like them again. 
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MuslimahMom feels the same way as AmericanSis. She will not give up 

her non-Muslim friends “because they have been there for me whatever my 

stress or problem was. They are understanding of not serving my kids pork or 

otherwise being respectful of our religion.” 

Holly had one friend who decided not to be friends with her after she 

converted, and later she came back into her life – more as an acquaintance.  

All of her other friends did not have a problem with her conversion.  Many 

have embraced the changes in her life and now honor those changes by, for 

example, not drinking alcohol when they invite her over and not eating in front 

of her when she’s fasting.   

Rahmaa and Kamillah both are still friends with people from junior high 

and middle school. While Sakeenah lost all of her friends. Iklass and Jessica 

each only have one non-Muslim friend. Terri and Jennifer realized that they 

had nothing in common any more with their non-Muslim friends and they have 

just drifted apart. 

Negotiating Identity in the Community 

Oppressed or Liberated: Feminism in Islam 
 
 The argument over the status of women in Islam is one example of how 

cultural practices affect the interpretation of the Qur’an. Patriarchal societies in 

some countries have their own ideas about the place of women, but there is a 
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difference between what the Qur’an states and what cultures does. One of 

the problems has been the tradition of men being the interpreters of the 

Qur’an.  

 This is one area where American Muslim women have a unique 

perspective and are in a position to dispel stereotypes of the oppressed, 

submissive, hidden-away Muslim. There are of course, varying degrees to 

which women speak out, but as one woman put it, “American Muslim women 

are more assertive than Arab ones because that is simply how American 

society is set up” (Udel 2004). 

 Feminist standpoint theory reads that the cultural positions of 

“marginalized” women allow them a greater understanding of the dichotomy of 

their own experiences compared to the way the dominant group defines them 

and that this allows them a powerful means of discourse.  

The concept of ijtihad, the independent reasoning on religious matters, 

empowers all women to read and interpret the Qur’an on their own. American 

Muslim women, in addition to Muslim women around the world, are speaking 

up about what they believe and how they interpret the Qur’an and its meaning 

in their own lives. They are challenging the patriarchal definitions of what, 

where and how a woman is required to be. That, with the tradition of American 

women as activists and outspoken advocates of women’s rights, gives 

American women a podium from where they can speak.  
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I would have to argue with Poston (1992) who wrote that it is possible 

that some women have reacted negatively to the feminist movement and have 

deliberately sought a move to a more conservative alternative. While I can 

agree that for the most part, Islam is rather conservative by Western norms, it 

is not the religious stance on feminism that makes it so. Islam has elements of 

feminism that are a distinct part of the religion and it is these elements that 

attracted many of the women I interviewed.  A Muslim woman has the right to 

a dowry (mahr) which is often misunderstood as being a payment to the 

parents in exchange for the wife. In Islam, the mahr is actually a payment to 

the woman herself. Islam gives women the right to ask for the mahr and she 

determines what it is.  

 A Muslim woman not only has the right to an education, she has a duty 

to be educated. Marriage is a legal contract, not a sacrament. A Muslim 

women has the right to divorce. There is no prohibition against birth control in 

Islam. Mohammed said, “If God wanted to create something, no one could 

avert it” (Ahmed 1992). 

There are many interpretations of feminism. One person’s idea of 

feminism is not the same as another’s idea. The general Western perception 

of women in Islam is that they are oppressed, submissive and hidden behind 

walls at home. While this perception may be true in some cultures, within 

Islam, the Qur’an gives a clear reading of the rights and responsibilities of both 

men and women. This has been a major factor in the lives of the women who 
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have taken Islam as a way of life and they are well versed on their rights 

and responsibilities as Muslim women. A woman, as an independent 

responsible agent – a reality fully recognized by Islam – is entitled to work, to 

trade, to teach, to preach, and fill out jobs for which she is as suitable qualified 

as men. She is also entitled to the fruit of her labor and to equal rewards for 

tasks she carries out in the same way as men. Discrimination against women 

is unjust and is therefore forbidden (Abudl-Rauf 1977). 

 Because of the Western media attention given to certain issues, many 

of which are cultural practices and not true Islamic values, many 

misconceptions about the role of women in Islam exist. There is a dichotomy 

between culture and religion and the way that both are experienced that bears 

examination. Feminism is one of these issues.   

 The definition of feminism varies with each person who is asked to 

define it. It can mean vastly different things to different people. Muslim women 

have the Qur’an to look to for guidance as the ultimate authority on the rights 

of women in Islam.  

 Women have played a central role in Islam since its revelation. Khadija, 

the first wife of Mohammed, was the first convert to Islam. Accounts of 

Mohammed’s years in Medina show his wives and other women actively 

participating in warfare, holding the right to inherit property, having the right to 

an education and most important for women, Islam forbade the practice of 
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female infanticide (Ahmed 1992). However, it is the current role of women in 

Islam that is significant because of western perceptions of their status.  

 The most important role that a woman plays in Islam is that of a mother. 

Being a mother is held in high regard. There is a saying in Islam that “Paradise 

lies at the feet of the Mother.”  It is the duty of the other to bear children, but 

this is not her only role and this does not make her inferior to men. 

The Qur’an considers men and women as two categories of the human 

species given the same or equal consideration and endowed with the same or 

equal potential (Wadud 1992). The Qur’an encourages all believers, male and 

female, to follow their belief with actions and does not make a distinction 

between men and women or in the reward promised to them (Wadud 1992). 

Islam is based on freedom of thought, will, speech and action and no Muslim 

has authority over another Muslim in matters of religion, mind, and will 

(Wadud, 1992). 

Although the Qur’an illustrates explicitly the correlation between the 

female and bearing children, all other functions connected with childcare and 

rearing, if mentioned at all in the Qur’an are never described as essential 

created characteristics of the female. This, the Qur’anic reference is restricted 

to the biological function of the mother, -- not the psychological and cultural 

perceptions of “mothering” (Wadud 1992) 

Shaykh Muhammed al-Ghazali, in his book Sunna Between Fiqh and 

Hadith, stresses that looking down at women is a crime in Islam, and that true 
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Islam rejects the customs of nations which impose constraints on woe or 

belittle their rights and duties and thinks that today, true Islam is being 

destroyed it the name of Islam (Shaaban 1995). 

 Leila Ahmed points out an example passage in the Qur’an that shows 

the absolute moral and spiritual quality of men and women (Sura 33:35). 

 The unmistakable presence of an ethical egalitarianism explains why 

Muslim women frequently insist, often inexplicably to non-Muslims, that Islam 

is not sexist (Ahmed, western). How many of the world’s major living religions 

incorporate women’s accounts into their central texts or allow a women’s 

testimony as to the correct reading of a single word of a sacred text to 

influence decisions (Ahmed 1992). 

Nazira Zin al-Din, a female scholar of Islam wrote on the topic of 

Qur’anic interpretation, specifically on the relations between men and women 

in Islam. Her conclusions showed that Islam is not the reason behind the 

perceived inferior status of women. The main reason is the gender-biased 

interpretation of the Qur’anic text by men (Shaaban 1995).   

The Moroccan sociologist Fatima Mernissi contends that restrictions 

placed on women in the Islamic cultures of the Middle East are not based on a 

view of women’s biological inferiority, on the contrary, the whole system is 

based on the assumption that women are powerful and dangerous beings and 

that it is only by placing them out of the view of men that men are able to 

control themselves (Graham-Brown 1992). 
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Even in Saudi Arabia, one of the most conservative Muslim cultures, 

men’s space is designated and demarcated, but so is women’s space. 

Women’s space is inviolable – unconditionally off limits to men. Men 

approaching women’s space must give ample warning announcing 

themselves, even in their own homes. Women are under no such 

requirements. So, the harem, perceived by western women to be negatively 

confining, is a place of freedom for Muslim women (Ahmed 1992). 

Leila Ahmed states that “I have never seen in any other culture, 

including America, women whose self-perceptions were so singularly 

impervious to the assertions of the dominant ideology regarding their “natural” 

subservience, and who clearly perceived that ideology as part of a system 

whose object is to legitimize, mystify, and further entrench those in power” 

(Ahmed 1982). While some feminists view Islam, and indeed all major 

monotheistic religions, as incompatible with women’s emancipation or 

liberation, the majority of Middle Eastern women activists seek some kind of 

accommodation with religious belief, because of its critical role in culture 

(Graham-Brown 1994). 

The most common misconceptions about Muslim women are that they 

are oppressed, submissive and, in private, overly sexual.  Western media 

depicts Muslim women either as passive victims of masculine dominance, 

sexualized and secluded in a harem while awaiting the opportunity to fulfill the 
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desires of men, or as overzealous fundamentalists strapping themselves 

with bombs. 

American popular culture, film in particular, has perpetuated these 

stereotypes of Muslim women. The 2004 Disney film, Around the World in 80 

Days, had Arnold Schwarzenegger as a sheikh with 100 wives.  Jack 

Shaheen’s book, Reel Bad Arabs: How Hollywood Vilifies People, shows how 

Hollywood chooses to portray Muslim women as bumbling servants to men, 

voluptuous belly dancers, temptresses and terrorists (Shaheen 1995). 

Disney’s Aladdin has ensured that children are exposed to the stereotypes of 

Muslim women from a young age. 

 There were several questions related to this topic that I asked in my 

interviews.  One question was straightforward, “Do you consider yourself a 

Feminist?” The second question, “What has been the most important part of 

being a Muslim woman?” allowed them to put into their own words, what they 

feel is the most beneficial part of being a woman who practices Islam. The 

third question, “What do you believe the Qur’an teaches about women and 

their role in society?” was meant to see if there is a difference between how 

Islam is practiced versus what the Qur’an states. This was followed up with 

“Do you believe there is room for interpretation?” to find out if anyone thought 

that the statements about women in the Qur’an changed according to who is 

citing it or for cultural practices. Finally, the last question on this topic was 

“Has your view of women’s status and roles changed since you became 
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Muslim?” This was an important question for me to address because of 

comments I had heard from others regarding conversions. 

 Most of the women I interviewed did consider themselves feminists with 

a few caveats. Holly answered this question (Do you consider yourself a 

feminist) by stating, 

Not in the US 1970s-and-on sense of the word.  Thankfully Islam 
provides women’s rights inherently. Interestingly enough in Islam 
women have the majority of the rights and very few responsibilities 
while men have a majority of the responsibilities and only a few rights.  
Some people here think all Muslim women just stay at home and 
birth/care for kids.  Sure, most of the women I know in the Muslim 
community are stay at home mothers.  However, these stay at home 
mothers are also highly educated.  I would say about 75% or more of 
the women I know who stay at home have a graduate level degree!  
Subhanilah (praise to God) this is amazing!   

 

The overall opinion is that Islam is completely compatible with feminism 

because both work toward equality and justice for all. The major difference is 

the definition of feminism and the definition of equality. The most basic 

statement of equality in the Qur’an is that both men and women are equal 

before God. Islam does not have the Christian concept of original sin. In Islam 

everyone is born pure. Even though Adam and Eve sinned by eating the fruit 

of the forbidden tree, they were equally responsible. Once they asked for 

forgiveness, they were granted it and therefore, the original sin was not 

passed down through their descendents. In Islam, it is each person’s 

cumulative actions over the course of his or her lifetimes, which determines 

salvation. Men and women are both tasked with the same religious duties. 
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 There are some gender-specific roles in Islam that are clearly laid out 

in the Qur’an and it is a misunderstanding of these roles that lead Western 

feminists and the media into thinking that Muslim women need to be 

“liberated.” According to the Qur’an, there are specific roles played by men 

and women in regards to the family unit. It is the man’s duty to provide support 

for his family. It is the woman’s duty to care for the children. Holly addressed 

this subject with:  

A question I often ask people who bring up the topic of stay at home vs. 
working outside the home etc is this:  If your spouse – regardless if 
you’re the husband or wife – told you they would provide EVERYTHING 
for you and for any children you may have, would you work?  I sure 
wouldn’t!  Why work when you can stay at home to teach and play with 
your children?  This is how God tells husbands to provide for their 
families.  They are required to support the family 100%.  Any earnings 
the wife brings in are not earnings for the family. Those are HER 
earnings and she can spend them however she wants.  If she decides 
to spend those earnings on the family or family bills etc, then that 
money is considered as charity from her. Women have the MOST 
important role in society.  We are responsible for raising educated, 
responsible and respectful children into adulthood. The Prophet 
Mohammed (peace be upon him) said if you want to have righteous 
children you first have to marry a righteous woman.  We are 
responsible for caring for the home and family in general – not in terms 
of money as I stated, but in terms of preparing the home for guests or 
preparing food etc.  As we look back in history, Muslim women have 
served their community by nursing soldiers and civilians back to health, 
educating children at schools or at the mosque, owning and operating 
businesses. 

 
This is not to say that women are not respected and valued, it is just the 

opposite. Jennifer points out that Mohammed’s wife Khadija was not only older 

than he, but was also a wealthy, established, successful business owner. 

 

Jennifer:  
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There is dignity in modesty and homemaking, and although I always 
did respect the choices my fellow women make, I have a new 
appreciation for those things. I understand other cultures better. I must 
admit, when I was a teenager watching "Not Without My Daughter", I 
thought Iranian culture "backward". Now I realize that every society has 
its issues, and no one culture is superior to another. In regard to 
women's issues specifically, my position has not changed much. I still 
believe in feminism (and I define feminism as "the belief that men and 
women deserve the same level of respect and consideration in all levels 
of society.") I still support a woman's right to follow whatever path is 
best for her, whether it be homemaking or politics or Fortune 500 
business and everything in between. 

 

 

Hijab 
 
 No mention of Muslim women is complete without discussing what has 

become known as “the hijab question.” In western thought and in the eyes of 

the western media, the hijab is viewed as a symbol of the oppression of 

Muslim women and deciding to wear hijab or not to wear hijab is an important 

decision that a Muslim woman must face. Wearing hijab means that a woman 

is instantly identifiable as Muslim. Not wearing hijab means a woman faces 

comments and questions about her commitment to her religion from more 

conservative members of the community.  

Instead of focusing efforts on fundamental human rights, Western 

culture has taken issue with what has been held up as the visible sign of the 

oppression of Muslim women; the practice of wearing hijab or head covering. 
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Hijab represents both freedom and oppression depending on the culture or 

the geographic location of the wearer. 

The all-male Islamic clergy prescribe veiling as a custom in which good 

Muslim women should engage, and justify their pro-veiling stance on a number 

of grounds (Al-Swailem 1995; Afshar 1985; Siddiqi 1983). First, they argue 

that men’s sexuality can be ignited through unregulated social contact with 

women. They contend that the purpose of the veil is to regulate such social 

contact and “protect a woman’s virtue and to safeguard her chastity from 

lustful eyes and covetous hands” (Siddiqi 1983).  In recent years feminist 

critiques of hijab have challenged these traditional Islamic interpretations of 

the Qur’an (Mernissi 1991; Shaheed 1994). Fatima Mernissi is highly critical of 

these who judge women’s religious devotion by whether she covers or not and 

argues that the veil is used to “censure and punish” Muslim women (Mernissi 

1991). 

Discrimination and oppression, in Western thought are synonymous 

with the wearing of any of the many forms of head coverings usually referred 

to in Western media as the veil. This Islamic practice of veiling is enforced to 

different extents in Islamic and non-Islamic countries. It is the western 

perception of this religious and cultural practice that brings attention to it and 

labels it as oppressive to women.  

Since the late 1970s, the pinnacle of the Feminist movement in the 

U.S., Nasira Ellison wrote that a magnifying glass has been placed over the 
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status of Muslim women, but that this is an unusual magnifying glass; one 

that is selective about which items it magnifies way out of proportion while also 

distorting some images (Ellsion 2004). El Saadawi calls on Western feminists 

to understand that “in underdeveloped countries, liberation from foreign 

domination often still remains the crucial issue” and that women in the Arab 

world are more interested in it (freedom from foreign domination) than in 

freedom of speech and belief, male chauvinism, or copying the social models 

of affluent Western societies. This includes the modes of dress (Majid 2000) 

The concept of veiling is not oppressive in itself. If it were legitimately 

for the purpose of being modest, which is required in the Qur'an, it would 

merely be an acceptable, cultural norm. However, the problem arises when 

veiling is forced on women with regimental inflexibility (Mtango 2004). Muslim 

feminists are quick to point out that the Qur’an never directly instructs women 

to wear a veil and refers obscurely to a “curtain,” not hijab (Mernissi 1991). 

In the United States and other Western nations women's head covering 

takes on a very different meaning. It is one thing to wear a scarf and abaya in 

Saudi Arabia where such dress is compulsory, quite another to do it in Egypt 

or Kuwait, where women's dress spans the range from fully covered – 

including face veil and gloves -- to chic, and potentially revealing, skirts and 

jeans. It is still another thing entirely to adopt a head covering in a nation 

where Muslims are a small minority of the population and the hijab itself 
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makes the wearer noticeable (Ali 2002). Hijab differentiates Muslim women 

from other women.  

Clifford Geertz (1973) wrote that “culture is acted out in public symbols 

and is the mechanism by which members of a society communicate their world 

view. For Muslim women, there is no more public symbol than the wearing of 

hijab.  

This topic has been and is currently hotly debated by both Muslim and 

non-Muslim feminists and is seen worldwide as a symbol of the oppression of 

Muslim women and one issue that western feminists seem to concentrate on 

when discussing the “liberation” of Muslim women. 

Lila Abu-Lughod (2002:785) writes, “As anthropologists know perfectly 

well, people wear the appropriate form of dress for their social communities 

and are guided by socially shared standards, religious beliefs and moral 

ideals”. Those appropriate forms of dress might be very different from what 

others wear and just because some people view those forms of dress as 

oppressive does not mean that those wearing them feel the same way. 

Dependent upon the dress of the majority of the community that converts find 

themselves, this can become one of the greatest issues.  In my experience, 

immediately upon conversion, gifts of hijab were given to me and I was 

expected to put one on and immediately begin to wear it. Walking out of the 

mosque, someone made note that a strand of hair was showing. The issue 

that I personally have with hijab is that in a Muslim country, wearing it enables 
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blending in with everyone else and therefore passing unnoticed – just one of 

the crowd. Here, wearing hijab defeats the purpose of not standing out, it 

makes anyone wearing it immediately noticeable. Also, I am not entirely 

convinced that the quoted suras in the Qur’an mean I must cover my hair 

rather than addressing modesty in general. 

Roger Keesing (1987) writes that interpretation is fraught with 

difficulties. He points out that there are alternative explanations for most things 

and that due to people’s innate love of the exotic, cultural metaphors are in 

danger of being read too deeply. He cautions that cultural meanings will have 

to be more clearly connected to the real humans who are living out their lives. 

One American Muslim woman illustrates this by stating that, “It’s the American 

women who are repressed. You are exploited by your culture, by the 

advertising. Look at the ads with half-dressed women in them. You don’t know 

whether they are advertising cars or batteries or the women” (Pederson 2001). 

Sherry Ortner (1974) would probably agree with this. She writes that “the 

secondary status of woman in society is one of the true universals, a pan-

cultural fact”. 

Fatima Mernissi (2001), a feminist scholar and a Muslim, in 

Scheherazade Goes West, has been outspoken about Muslim women not 

wearing a veil, but after a trip to a New York department store where she could 

not find a skirt her “non-standard size,” she wrote, “I realized for the first time 
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that maybe ‘size 6’ is more a violent restriction imposed on women than is 

the Muslim veil” (2001: 216). 

 The laws of modesty in the Qur’an are addressed to both men and 

women and they do discourage non-modest attire and can be understood to 

mean if you do not want to be treated as a sex object, do not dress and act 

like a sex object. It is not meant to confine women, but to enable them to move 

around in public space without the fear of being harassed.  

Only two of the women I interviewed do not wear hijab outside of the 

mosque. Neither are against it. One said she was “just moving at a slower 

pace”, the other she just was “not ready yet.”  

Jennifer struggled with this and her comments on this topic are 

presented here in their entirety.  

Deciding to wear hijab was a very difficult experience for me, because I 
was embarrassed to call so much attention to myself. Most people who 
convert to a religion do not have to wear it on a sleeve -- it is invisible. I 
was loudly proclaiming that I had taken on a religious faith, and of 
course, that brings a lot of questions and attention to a person. I eased 
myself into wearing hijab. I wore it on and off for a year or so before 
putting it on full-time. Now that I wear it full-time, it is just another article 
of clothing and I wonder why I agonized about it. Putting on the hijab 
was as much a feminist statement as it was a spiritual act. Dressing 
modestly and donning a headscarf makes the statement that I wish to 
be treated as a whole person and not just a collection of body parts. It 
forces people to focus on my words, my actions, my face, my mind, and 
not on the sensuality of my body. Sensuality and sexuality are natural 
and positive things, but I do not wish for every encounter I may have 
with any random person to be based on sexuality. I noticed a huge 
improvement in this area when I started wearing hijab. Men look me in 
the eyes now. 
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The decision whether or not to wear hijab was, for me, one of the 

most controversial issues, but also one that should not be. It’s strange to think 

that such a small piece of cloth can incite such strong feelings.  A person can 

certainly dress modestly without covering the hair. I have seen modestly 

dressed women receive the same attention as those not modestly dressed 

and I have seen women on campus scantily dressed with barely any attention 

paid to them at all. I have seen women wearing a headscarf, but then wearing 

tight jeans or a sweater that clearly show off their curves. Unfortunately, these 

women still get “credit” for covering their hair. 

Being in contact with women who do not dress “modestly” can 

sometimes make the “modestly” dressed woman that much more alluring. It 

can stimulate the curiosity and make men wonder what is under the scarf (and 

abaya if worn). This has the opposite result from the intention. This issue 

should not be the focus of so much contention, but it is and therefore, it is 

something that must be addressed especially because of the importance that 

both Western feminists and other Muslims put on those who cover versus 

those who do not. 

Holly focuses more on herself and her husband in her answer to my 

question. Rather than focusing on the prohibition of others seeing her beauty, 

she turns it into something special that she chooses to share with only her 

husband.  
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God told us everything in Islam has a proof for it.  So do women have 
a dress code?  Yes.  But do men also? YES!  What do these dress 
codes do for humanity?  They protect the individual’s modesty on many 
levels.  The clothes for men and women cannot be tight, see-through or 
flashy/ostentatious.  We know God made women beautiful, and so 
women have the right to protect their beauty more and they should!  
Why should the men on the corner get to see my curves and how 
awesome my hair is?  This is something beautiful that I share with my 
husband and immediate family.   Why should a woman on the bus get 
to see how toned/”buff” my husband is?  No, his beauty is for me!   

 

           One of the verses in the Qur’an urges women “not to display their 

beauty and adornments” but rather to “draw their head cover over their 

bosoms and not display their ornament” (Sura 24:31).  Two other verses 

regarding modesty read as follows: “And when you ask them [the Prophet’s 

wives] for anything you want, ask them from before a screen (hijab); that 

makes for greater purity for your hearts and for them” (Sura 33:53); “O 

Prophet! Tell your wives and daughters and the believing women that they 

should cast their outer garments over themselves, that is more convenient that 

they should be known and not molested . . .” (Sura 33:59).  

           While many look at the wearing of hijab, and specifically a headscarf, 

as being oppressive, Muslim women wonder why anyone considers wearing a 

miniskirt or a midriff-bearing shirt to be a sign of freedom. Many women who 

are not Muslim dress modestly, but it is the Muslim women who bear the brunt 

of the criticism for their manner of dress and many are tired of it being such an 

issue when there are much more important issues to focus on. 

               There are no outcries against Mennonite or Amish women wearing 
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their specific religious clothing: long skirts and headgear. There are no 

movements to force them to stop wearing their form of modest dress. 

Mennonite women follow verses in the Bible which state,  

Every man who prays or prophesies with his head covered 
dishonors his head, but every woman who prays or prophesies with 
her head uncovered dishonors her head—it is the same as if her 
head were shaven. For if a woman will not be covered, then let her 
be shorn! But since it is disgraceful for a woman to be shorn or 
shaven, let her be covered.” (1 Corinthians 11:4-6). 

 
In Judaism, women cover their hair with headscarves, hats or 

sheitels (wigs). In Christianity there is a long tradition of veiling and these 

traditions are still observed today although mostly in formal settings. In 

Catholicism, the act of becoming a nun is referred to as “taking the veil.” Nuns 

wear the veil as a part of their dress. Veils, usually made of netting, and 

attached to hats, have been a part of women’s fashions for a long time. In the 

1930s and 1940s, a lady was rarely seen outside the house without her veiled 

hat and her gloves.  

Most any woman who marries in a formal ceremony in the U.S. will 

have a veil as part of her wedding ensemble. It is meant to symbolize her 

purity and when she lifts it, she is kissed by her new husband who can then 

see her face clearly. Many widows at funerals wear veils as part of their 

mourning outfit. Mourning fashion was mainly for women in Victorian times 

and isolated a widow from the world. With all the history of women wearing 
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veils in western society, why all the controversy over Muslim women 

wearing hijab? 

Naheed Mustafa in her article, “My Body is My Own Business” writes, 

“In the Western World, the hijab has come to symbolize either forced silence 

or radical unconscionable militancy. Actually, it’s neither. It is simply a 

woman’s assertion that judgment of her physical person is to play no role 

whatsoever in social interaction” (Mustafa 1993) 

 Rambo (2003) asks if when exploring Feminist theory, do women 

experience conversion differently from men and if so, in what ways? Wearing 

hijab, and having the outward appearance of a Muslim woman is no doubt one 

of the most obvious ways that women experience conversion to Islam 

differently than men do. It is not likely that a male convert would be identified 

as Muslim strictly on appearance.  

Negotiating Identity Within 

Personal Jihad (Struggles): Where do I fit in? 
 

Emile Durkheim (1895), the French sociologist, would say that since 

people were born and raised within a collective conscience, what makes life 

meaningful for them is their collective representations – his term for the 

values, beliefs and behaviors that guide a society. This works if the community 

is one that you have been born into and raised in, but for these women, they 

are joining a new community. While this global community of all Muslims, the 
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umma, is based on religion, there still exists cultural influences that need to 

be navigated. 

Pierre Bourdieu (1984), the French anthropologist emphasized that 

people not only differ in their cultural resources, but also in the skill with which 

they deploy those resources.  His concept of habitas is that social agents 

develop strategies which are adapted to the needs of the social worlds they 

inhabit. Habitas, an embodied set of social dispositions, constitutes a 

knowledge system and imbues the individual with appropriate forms of 

behavior. Habitas may suggest a particular course of action, but individuals 

choose whether or not they want to take that particular course of action. They 

have the option. Anthony King, in “The Habitus Process: A Sociological 

Conception,” writes that “the habitas do not pattern behaviour; they are merely 

patterns of behaviour which individuals can choose to adopt at any particular 

point” (2005: 465). These choices or options can leave American Muslim 

women in what the anthropologist Gregory Bateson (1972) describes as a 

double bind. This double bind is a situation in which an individual experiences 

conflicting and negating messages that cannot be acted upon without 

invalidating one or the other.  

The role of Islam in the community is a major one and as a social 

institution it works to promote and maintain social solidarity and unity. 

Religious faith is an important social fact to Muslims and social solidarity in 

many Muslim countries is as Durkheim writes, “primarily the result of a force 
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arising from a participation in a shared system of beliefs and values which 

mold and control individual behavior” (Durkheim 1895). 

Durkheim (1895) would say that since Muslims still gather themselves 

into communities of like-minded people that their behavior, their conduct, and 

their thoughts are not only external to the individual, but are, moreover, 

endowed with coercive power, by virtue of which they impose themselves 

upon him, independent of his individual will. This is the same as Bourdieu’s 

ideas of fields and habitas. Malinowski (1922) thinks that cultural institutions 

function to meet the basic physical and psychological needs of a people in a 

society. The Islamic community is certainly a cultural institution (field), 

governed by its own particular set of accepted behaviors (habitas). 

The sociologist Alberto Melucci (1996) describes the notion of identity 

as always referring to three features: the continuity of a subject over and 

beyond variations in time and its adaptation to the environment; the 

delimitation of the subject with respect to others; and the ability to recognize 

and to be recognized. 

Lila Abu-Lughod (1993), in Writing Women’s Worlds, writes that 

anthropologists commonly generalize about communities by saying certain 

institutions; rules or ways of doing things characterizes them. She wonders 

what would happen if one refused to typify in this way and instead asked how 

a particular set of individuals in fact live the institution? Unlike earlier concepts 

of culture as a synonym for civilization, this allows for multiple rather than 
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binary differences and the differing identities experienced by these women 

who have become Muslim. 

 Being American, female and Muslim has left some of these women 

feeling as if they are stuck between two worlds or having to change 

“personalities” depending upon where they are and whom they are with. They 

are both on the inside and the outside. Several have felt that they have a new 

duty to educate others about the realities of Islam and make the effort to 

confront stereotypes of both American women and Muslims when they are 

presented with the opportunity. Others feel that they do not quite fit into either 

world, but rather are balanced on the edge between being an American 

woman and being a Muslim. 

 While there have been times in my life where I have not been a 

member of the dominant culture such as when I lived in Hawai’I, I have never 

experienced a level of discrimination as I did one night in Corvallis. Several of 

the women were decorating the mosque for the Eid party. We ran out of tape 

to hang the streamers. Since there is a store right across the street from the 

mosque, we all went over there. As we were standing at the curb, in both hijab 

and abayas, waiting to cross the street, a car full of young men drove by, 

slowed down and threw their Taco Bell food and drinks out the window at us 

while yelling insults about ninjas and camels. I was outraged, but the other 

women with me just said, “You’ll get used to it.” I was shocked. This should not 

be something that anyone should have to “get used to.” As an American 
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woman who is comfortable standing up for herself, this was a difficult thing 

to think about experiencing often. 

  Negotiating a new identity and straddling the boundaries between 

being a woman raised in western culture and belonging to what most would 

describe as a marginalized group has its own set of difficulties. Muslims 

simultaneously face difficulties partially caused by living in a secularly - 

oriented society that tends to trivialize, privatize and marginalize all faiths 

(Carter 1993). Muslims in America, particularly since 9/11 are more 

marginalized than others and are the targets of suspicion. 

Jennifer states:  
 

I struggle with what we see in the media--images of Muslims committing 
acts of violence or passionately criticizing the West ("The Great 
Satan".) I am equally Western and Muslim and so I wondered where I fit 
into this Muslim community. That was a question I pondered for a long 
time, as it seems to me the loudest voices we hear are from those who 
are very strict and fundamentalist in their Islamic faith, or those who are 
marginally Muslim and extremely permissive and wish to do away with 
much of what constitutes Islam. I had to meet my husband and his 
family to understand that there are Muslims like me -- we believe, we 
follow the faith to the best of our abilities, we respect and enjoy the 
tradition of Islam, we respect and enjoy the obligations of Islam, but we 
are accepting of other ways of living and do not view Islam in black and 
white terms. Therefore, we fall into the middle of the spectrum. 

 

Despite this, all are sure that they made the correct decision for them.  

 When asked the question “What does being Muslim mean to you?” all 

answers were centered around Allah, faith and family, accountability and 

responsibility.  
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MuslimahMom thinks the most important thing about being Muslim is: 

 “Being close to God, and being able to talk to Him without someone 
else's intervention (such as a priest, rabbi or minister). Allah is all-
forgiving, and if you lead a good life and are good to others the reward 
will be Heaven. Eat right, say your prayers, give generously to others.” 
 
Jennifer states,   

It means being accountable to others. I am a part of something bigger 
than myself. I need to do my part to make this community and indeed, 
the world, vibrant and peaceful. I can help non-Muslims understand 
Islam, as I am a bridge between the two communities. I feel more at 
peace than I have ever in my life, as I feel my life now has direction and 
purpose. It also means being visible, and having to explain myself to all 
and sundry. I think being Muslim in America after 9-11 is a political 
statement, even if one does not intend it as such. Ultimately, the peace 
of mind and sense of community that I now feel is worth any price I may 
pay. 

 
Jessica emphasizes the social justice and equality of Islam that 

attracted her to the religion in the first place. She finds meaning and 

satisfaction in committing her life to Allah and his teachings of love and peace 

in the Qur'an. 

Kamillah believes that to be a Muslim means that she submits to Allah 

and worships Allah in the way Allah has asked her to worship Him. She tries to 

obey Him. She says, 

 “To be Muslim means that I believe in one God worthy to be worshiped 
and that I believe in all the prophets of God. This last 30 years I would 
not change and I am so happy that I am a Muslimah. My life 
Alhumdulillah has been easy and blessed.” 
 

Holly’s answer addresses her responsibilities as a Muslim:  

It means submitting to God.  Understanding that you are not in charge 
of everything.  You have responsibilities and duties to your Creator and 
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it’s your choice to fulfill them or not. It also means raising my children 
to be good Muslims and good citizens. 

 

Islam has much in common with the “traditional” American values. In 

perspective, living an Islamic life can be compared, as one of the women did, 

with living in the “Leave it to Beaver” world. There is an emphasis on family, 

personal discipline and accountability and dedication to God. For some, this is 

how they were raised, for others, it is the opposite of how they were raised. 

 Many of the women expressed dissatisfaction with what they perceived 

to be the current value system in America. Women, now more than ever, are 

being treated as a commodity or an object to sell a commodity. Many believe 

that the feminist movement is moot now, being in the age where women are 

given the illusion that we are equal to men when in reality, they are very 

manipulated. There are only a handful of advertisements that show women in 

a respectable manner in most of the others they're half naked, or being 

seductive to sell a product. This bothers some of the women and they feel 

women are not valued. Women are being manipulated into believing that they 

are equal, but all they have to do is turn on the television or pick up a 

magazine to see how they are portrayed. This idea is what Poston (1992) was 

writing about in Da’wah in the West when he questioned if some of the women 

converts to Islam converted when seeking a more conservative alternative to 

the feminist movement. This would seem like a contradiction to the statements 

made by the women who felt they were strongly feminist, but on further 
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examination, it really is not. It depends again on the definition of feminism 

and what it means to be a feminist. If feminism is viewed as equality and being 

respected, then Poston (1992) could be correct.  The Qur’an supports this 

view. 

Negotiating Identity in the Muslim Community 
 
 The Muslim community is referred to as the umma, and denotes the 

concept of unity and community among believers. It stands for a sense of 

collective identity no matter where in the world one lives. Alberto Melucci 

writes, identity is sustained by “the notion of unity, which establishes the limits 

of a subject and enables us to distinguish it from all others (1996a: 28). 

Melucci (1985) argues that identity should be taken as a process not as a fixed 

entity. He believes that collective identity is an interactive and shared definition 

produced by a number of individuals (or groups at a more complex level) 

concerning the orientations of their action and the field of opportunities and 

constraints in which such action is to take place (1996b: 70). He describes the 

notion of identity as always referring to three features: the continuity of a 

subject over and beyond variations in time and its adaptation to the 

environment; the delimitation of the subject with respect to others; and the 

ability to recognize and to be recognized (1996: 71). The internal solidarity of 

the group reinforces identity and guarantees it.  Melucci (1995) emphasizes 

the importance of identity as a platform for action as well as a basis for group 
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solidarity and individual belonging. Collective identity enables social actors 

to act as unified and delimited subjects and also to be in control of their own 

actions. The sociologists Francesca Polletta and James M. Jasper define 

collective identity as “an individual’s cognitive, moral and emotional connection 

with a broader community, category, practice or institution” (2001: 285). 

The American Muslim community is quite a bit different from most 

Muslim communities around the world. In the United States, the community is 

a multi-cultural community made up of people from many different countries 

and cultural backgrounds and this poses its own set of difficulties to new 

Muslims who are trying to negotiate Islam versus culture. New Muslims need 

to figure out which is Islam and which is culture. Learning how to be a Muslim 

is one of the hardest parts and this is not something that “goes away” 

according to most of the women.   

 Even after these “new” Muslims are no longer considered “new,” they 

are still on the outside compared to those who have been Muslims their whole 

lives and who are surrounded by family members who are also Muslim.  This 

is an area where these American women Muslim converts will always be 

different from the life-long Muslims. Converts face some challenges that are 

not issues for other Muslim women. 

 First is the status of the female in the family. Muslim women, as Holly 

explained earlier, do not have to contribute their earnings to the household if 

they work. Muslim men are required to care for and support the women of the 
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family. Once a woman marries, her husband takes on that responsibility 

allowing her to stay home and take care of the children. For the single parent 

Muslim convert woman, staying home and caring for the children fulltime is not 

usually an option. She has no Muslim father or brother or other male family 

member to support her and the community could look down on her for this. 

This is sometimes where not only the single woman, but especially the single 

parent woman, feels pressure from the community to marry a good Muslim 

man who will support her. This can create a conflict with the independent 

American woman who wants to stand on her own feet and support herself. 

 Marriage is another issue that is different for revert Muslim women than 

it is for women who have always been Muslim. No marriage contract can be 

executed with the presence of a wali for the woman. A wali is usually the 

woman’s father or other close male relative who can act as guardian and who 

is there to ensure that the woman’s best interests are served. This is similar to 

the role of the father “giving away” the bride in Christian marriages. The 

complication is that for most American Muslim revert women, their family 

members, those who fit the qualifications for standing as her wali, are not 

Muslims and it is prohibited to have a non-Muslim wali. This leaves most new 

Muslims in the position of having to ask the leader of the Islamic Center (if 

there is one) or a local imam to act for her.  

 Another contentious issue is when a married woman becomes Muslim 

and her husband does not. The Islamic ruling on this is that she must divorce 
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her husband because it is forbidden for a Muslim woman to be married to a 

non-Muslim man.  This is what I have been dealing with for years.  One of the 

most important reasons cited for Muslim women being prohibited from 

marrying a non-Muslim man is that the non-Muslim man would not respect her 

rights under Islam. The other often cited reason is that the non-Muslim man 

might not allow the children to be raised Muslim. If the couple have already 

raised their children, and will not have any additional children, it seems to be a 

moot point. As for the non-Muslim man not giving the Muslim woman her rights 

under Islam, I would have to say that my husband would not have to “give” me 

anything.  

I have had many arguments about this subject and sometimes feel as if 

I am talking to myself. I have reached the point where I avoid attending the 

mosque just so I do not have to broach this topic again. I am not the only 

Muslim convert who feels this way and several women I have talked to no 

longer attend the mosque. This is all a part of negotiating identity within one’s 

own self and within the community as a whole. This is the difficult part when 

the decisions of how and where to practice the religion are made and whether 

to join in with the Muslim community or not. 

Language Use 
 
 Muslims must perform the five required daily prayers in Arabic. This 

necessitates either learning Arabic or the rote memorization of the sounds of 
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the language. Joshua Fishman (1965) described that in certain situations, 

one variety of language is more appropriate than another. He describes these 

institutional contexts as domains. While he relates this domain analysis 

diglossia to some domains being formal and some being informal and the use 

of high or low language use fitting the domain, it can also be used to describe 

the language use and code-switching used among American women who 

have become Muslim. This somewhat correlates to Fishman’s “diglossia 

without bilingualism”. 

 The women are part of the native English speaking society, but are also 

part of the religious community. The religious group, has in common, the use 

of Arabic for prayer and other religious ceremony. Bourdieu (1984) defines 

language not only as a means of communication, but also a form of power. A 

person’s position in a field or social space decides the use of language and 

that uses reinforce the positions of the user and defines their understanding of 

the social space. Sara Delamont (1995) wrote that language is a way in which 

identity is maintained, asserted and reproduced. For non-hijab wearing Muslim 

women, language is also a means of identifying themselves to others they 

recognize as Muslims.  

 It is quite easy to predict which words used by the women will be 

spoken in Arabic; greetings and leave-takings, words that describe religious 

elements, thoughts or ideas or words or phrases that invoke the name of God 
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are the ones used in Arabic even though there are English equivalents in 

most cases and even if all conversation partners are native English speakers. 

 This code-switching can then be predicted quite easily within its 

sociocultural context. A meeting between two Muslims beings with a 

contextualized cue that identifies them to each other as belonging to the 

group. This greeting – “Assalaamu Alaikum” (may peace be upon you) is 

answered with “Wa’ alaikum assalaam” (and upon you peace) regardless of 

the native language of the speakers. The next question, “How are you?” is 

usually answered in the native language, in this case English, followed by an 

Arabic word or phrase. So the answer to “How are you?” would be “Fine, 

alhamdulillah.” Alhamdulillah is a religious term that invokes the name of God 

and translates as “all praise due to God.” 

 Non-hijab wearing Muslims, as mentioned earlier, have the choice to 

identify themselves as Muslims or not when seeing someone they do not 

know. For example, I should greet fellow Muslims, even those I do not know, 

with “Assalaamu Alaikum,” when seeing them in the grocery store or 

elsewhere around town.  Most of the time I do, to do otherwise would be rude, 

but I do have the choice since I do not wear hijab and am not recognized as a 

Muslim unless I choose to be recognized. 

 In the course of the interviews, each of the women interviewed used 

Arabic expressions while answering questions or talking to me.  Each word 

used related specifically to religion and were used at the beginning or the end 
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of a sentence or inserted into the middle of an English sentence depending 

on the word and its use. 
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Chapter Five 

Conclusion 
 
 This study took place in the somewhat atypical setting of a relatively 

affluent, highly educated college town and the results are, in most cases, not 

going to be the same results gained if the study was done in a different place 

with a diverse economic sector and with less educated women. The reasons 

for converting and the circumstances that led them to question beliefs in the 

beginning would, in all likelihood, be dissimilar.  

There are many reasons why American women convert to Islam, but 

my research shows that the most commonly believed or cited reason – that 

they convert due to marriage – is false. My major findings are these:  that 

conversion to Islam is an intellectual process, not an emotional event; that the 

process happens over a period of time rather than at a single moment and that 

it is the ease of accessing information due to the availability of almost 

instantaneous global communications that allows the intellectual process to 

proceed.  

 The women went through a process over a period to time before 

converting and during this process, actively made intellectual, rational 

decisions. For some of the women, this process was difficult and they went 

back and forth with themselves when trying to come to terms with what they 
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no longer believed in from their previous faiths and what they now believe 

as part of their new faith.    

 While Lofland and Skonovd (1981) wrote that the intellectual motif is 

relatively uncommon, among the women I interviewed it was pervasive with 

the exception of the one woman who converted before the advent of the 

Internet. All of the women performed in-depth research into all aspects of the 

religion and most of them did this before they had any personal face-to-face 

contact with another Muslim. 

 The search for information about Islam was made easier by access to 

the Internet and other forms of global communications. Websites enabling one 

to log in and use a chat feature such as “Ask the Iman,” give instant answers 

to questions and allowed the searcher to ask questions of a “live” person. 

They were able to engage in debates with Muslims of all levels of knowledge. 

One of the women mentioned that she found it very helpful that if the person 

she was asking did not know the answer to her question, the person would go 

find out the answer from someone who did know and convey it to her at a later 

date. This no only helped with the intellectual process, but also reinforced that 

the seeking of knowledge is important within the faith. 

 When viewing these women in the context of Roald’s (2006) three 

stage process for most European converts to Islam (love, disappointment and 

maturity), some may turn away from Islam during the disappointment stage, or 

at least distance themselves from the Muslim community because of what they 
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may perceive as attempts to “Arabize” them, this was not the case with most 

of the women I interviewed. Each had a varying level of attendance at the 

mosque and while mosque attendance is not mandatory, it is a time where the 

community comes together weekly. Some of the women felt more comfortable 

than others attending the weekly gatherings while others, such as myself, do 

not attend often. This is not to be viewed as a lack of faith, but rather as a 

choice that for some has to do with comfort level in the community and still 

being in the process of finding yourself in the perspective of how others see 

you. 

 It is clear to see that the maturity stage is where the women find and 

settle into their new identities. Their new identities, not just as Muslims, but 

also how they are seen by their families, friends, community and the world in 

general and most of all their self-perception are negotiated over a period of 

time. Some of the women have reconciled their identities and are in a place 

now where they feel they know themselves and while perhaps not completely 

comfortable in both American culture and in their Muslim community, they 

know where they stand and can find something distinct and separate to 

celebrate about their own place in each community. 

 All of these women are what I would consider strongly feminists and the 

supposition by Poston (1992) that they convert because they have reacted 

negatively to the feminist movement is false. Islam guarantees rights to 

women that are sometimes suppressed by the patriarchal societies in some 
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Muslim countries. Each of these women knows her rights under Islam and 

not one of them are hesitant to assert them. The definition of feminism is 

unique to each person and therefore not all feminists view feminism in the 

same way.  The concerns shared by Muslim women are not necessarily the 

concerns shared by non-Muslim women and the misunderstandings of what is 

important to Muslim women can create more misunderstanding. An example 

of this is the decision or even the right to wear hijab, a simple headscarf that is 

often held up by western society as a symbol of the oppression of Muslim 

women. Muslim women do not understand this view or feel this way 

themselves, particularly when they live in western culture when the choice to 

wear hijab is indeed a choice. 

 Even though they have all taken on the new identity of a Muslim 

woman, they have not given up their identities as independent American 

women, but it has not been easy and it is not finished. They will continue to 

form their own unique identities while still, if they choose, find their place within 

the Muslim community. 
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